
FEATHERING TECHNOLOGY

ENERGY SAVINGS FOR TWIN-SCREW VESSELS
The BCP feathering solution, built on proven Caterpillar  
 Propulsion technology, is a wide range application feature that 
makes feathering an option for all kinds of twin screw vessels 
that demand flexibility in the operating mode. A flexibility that 
brings fuel savings as well as environmental benefits.



Full pitch ahead

Full pitch astern

Feathered



A vessel with one propeller and one engine has a single 
optimum operating mode, which means that it can 
only be run at a single speed at optimum performance. 

With creative route planning, stationary waiting 
time can effectively be exchanged for slow steaming, 
lowering the overall fuel consumption. When slow 
steaming however, the overall performance of the 
engine decreases. 

Using twin screws, on the other hand, one propeller 
can be feathered and its engine be shut off while the 
other shaft line is running at its optimum condition. 
In this way, you will be able to add an extra operat-
ing mode while decreasing the amount of emissions 
compared to two engines running on half power.

FEATHERING bY CAT PROPuLSION  
– A WIdE RANGE APPLICATION
Our patent feathering solution is built on proven 
Caterpillar Propulsion technology. In our world, feath-
ering is a feature – not a detached product in itself. 

Without any added moving parts, we can add feath-
ering to our highly robust and reliable BCP propellers. 
This makes our feathering solution an option for all 
kinds of vessels, not just for odd or specific applica-
tions but also for both open and nozzle propellers.

TWIN SCREW bENEFITS
With a twin screw configuration, the power reduction 
can be obtained by shutting off one of the shaft lines. 
For a typical coastal tanker, shutting off one engine 
would mean a reduced speed of only about 20% in ideal 
weather conditions while reducing the input power by 
50% (see diagram on next page).

A basic principle in propulsion theory is that the effi-
ciency of the propeller will be increased if the propeller 
diameter is increased while the rate of revolution is 
decreased. With twin screws the power is distributed 
over two propellers, which gives an effect that is similar 
to one propeller with an increased diameter.

Another important advantage of a twin screw vessel 
is redundancy and thereby increased operational safety, 
which is an important environmental issue. 

Finally, the vessel’s maneuverability increases with 
twin screws as is its flexibility since feathering adds 
an extra operating mode. In contrast to a self-milling 
propeller, a non-rotating fully feathered propeller sim-
plifies engine maintenance at sea, since one shaft line 
can be stopped without causing major delay.

FEATHERING VERSuS SELF-MILLING ANd LOCkEd 
PROPELLER SHAFT
When running on one engine with a twin screw vessel, 
there are three main options as to the disengaged propeller: 
locked propeller shaft without feathering, self-milling or 
locked propeller  shaft with feathering. Locking the propeller  
shaft without feathering gives maximum resistance in 
this comparison. In self-milling condition, the water flow 
turns the disengaged propeller. However, in this condition 
the propeller gives higher resistance compared to being 
fully feathered and adds mechanical losses in the shaft 
line due to rotation. 

In addition, the life expectancy of the propeller shaft, 
shaft bearings and gearbox will shorten – especially as 
the lubrication of the bearings and gearbox is controlled 
by the self-milling motion instead of the default design 
parameters of the propulsion system.

WHAT IS FuLL FEATHERING? 
When feathered, the blades are set parallel to the flow in a position which 
minimizes drag. Using twin screws and feathering technology, you can 
optimize propulsion efficiency to save fuel cost. 

Our feathering solution comprises the extended pitch angle required to 
achieve the fully feathered blade position and full astern pitch – without 
introducing any compromises. 
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Locked propeller shaft with full pitch ahead.

No mechaNical wear

Locked propeller shaft with feathering.

No mechaNical wear

Self-milling.

mechaNical wear
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Payback SaViNgS

Feathering investments saved with 20% slow steaming 
using feathering, compared to 20% slow steaming 
using fixed RPM operation. In this example reflect-
ing a twin screw tanker, the feathering investment 
is paid back in less than a year.


